Dispenser Manager-EX

Solve fueling control issues with a simple, integrated solution.

The Dispenser Manager is a patented controller that integrates the operation of dispensers, submersible pumps, individual dispenser shutdown, and emergency shutdown of the complete fueling system. It can be easily interfaced to any tank monitoring system and remote emergency switching controls. This single, integrated solution helps save you time and money.

- Time-saving installation
- Consistent operation
- Factory-tested reliability
- Expansion capabilities
Dispenser Manager-EX

• **Space saving:** Single, compact cabinet combines multiple equipment pieces into one enclosure for a reduced footprint
• **Easy to install:** Eliminates the need for separate wiring of submersible turbine pump control boxes
• **User friendly:** Front-mounted interface panel with emergency stop, reset switches, and pump status indicator lights
• **Integrated:** Prewired interfacing for remotely located tank monitoring systems, emergency stop switches, and cashier consoles
• **Expandable:** Plug-and-pump expandability for easy addition of dispenser modules with track-mounted design and ribbon cable connection
• **Flexible:** Choose the model you need based on your specific requirements
• **Safe:** Patented design and pre-engineered circuits comply with codes and standards, complies with National Electrical Code (NEC) Article 514.11 and Article 514.13
• **Simple:** Single point of connection for all dispenser power circuits, Low-Voltage Dispenser Disconnect (LVDD) can be wired into the DM-EX module to disconnect both power and low-voltage circuits from a single switch

The DM-EX Module is a patented controller inside each Dispenser Manager that provides:

• Emergency shutdown of complete fueling system
• Product isolation relays to prevent misphasing
• Manual shutdown of individual dispensers for service and maintenance
• Automatic shutdown of individual dispensers for product leaks
• Electrical interface to submersible pump controls and tank monitoring systems

The Dispenser Manager-EX module is also available as a subsystem of the Power Distribution Center or the On Site Manager (OSM).